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Abstract

In a study of individual differences in longterm memory

access, university undergraduates verified a) whether an item

was a member of a category, b) whether two items belonged in

the same category, and c) whether two words had the same name.

Reaction times from these tasks were correlated with verbal

ability, as measured by performance on a standardized test of

vocabulary and reading comprehension. A relationship was found

between verbal ability and reaction* 'time in the verification

tasks.- These results are contrasted with those of Hogahoam and

Pellegrino (1978), who failed to find such a relationship. The

results indicated that the various reaction time measures form

a single factor that bears a moderate relationShiP to reading

and vocebUlary measures.
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Written language depends on the arbitrarw connection of

symbols with their referents. There is no particular reason

why the sYmbols "A" and "a" should refer to the first letter of

the alphabet. SimilarilY, there is no reason why "cat" should

be the linguistic symbol for a small, domesticated feline. We

simply have to memorize the associations that our language

uses. In the last ten years there have been several studies

indicating that the speed of retrieving such associations is a

Stable dimension of individual differences, and that this

dimension bears a moderate, but reliable, statistical

relationship to scores on conventional written aptitude tests.

The correlation is -.3 (long retrieval times are associated

with low aptitude) in homogeneous groups of subjects, such as

college students. The absolute differences in retrieval times

may be considerable if one compares groups of widely varwing

abilities, such as normal woung adulta and educable mental

retardates (Hunt, 1978, 1980).

Much of the evidence for the assertion that name retrieval

is related to verbal aptitude is based upon studies using some

variant of the stimulus matching paradigm developed by Posner

and Mitchell (1967). In a stimulus matching paradigm, the

subject is presented with two visual _symbols, and asked to

indicate whether or not they name the same item. ExamPles are

the letter pair A-A, which is a Physically identical (P1) pair,

and A-at which is a name identical (NI) pair. Responses are

faster to PI than to NI pairs, and the difference between the

4
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two types of pairs is smaller in groups of higher verbs'

ability. Indeed, both name matches and physical ma'tches tend

to be faster in higher' ability groups, although time for s name

match is more highly correlated with verbal ability measures

than is time for a physical match (Hunt, Lunneborg, fi Lewis,

1975) .

The fact that performance in the stimulus matching

Paradigth is tied to verbal aptitude is not, in itself, of great

interest. Interest arises from the interpretation of the

paradigm. If reaction time in the stimulus matching paradigm

is a measure of speed of retrieval of overlearned information,

then the association of retrieval speed with verbal aptitude

gives us information about the processing which underlies a

complex talent. But is this interpretation of the tasK

appropriate? As is virtually always the case in experimental

psychology, several models have been proposed to explain

performance in this tasK (Posner, 1978). Thus in order to

buttress the theoretical conclusion,- it would be desirable to

show that other measures of the speed of access to overlearned

semantic information are correlated with verbal abilits.

Hogaboam and Pellegrino (1978) attempted to do just this.

They used a semantic categorization task in which observers

were first told a categors name, and then presented with a

senuence of nouns and line drawings. The task was to indicate

Whether each item in the. seauence was an exemplar or

non - exemplar of the category. Hogabo m and Pellegrino found

(as had other investigators) that reaction time for

categorization was a function of stimulus type, frea0Onc9 of
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OCCUrrence.of the stimulus as an exemplar of its categorw, and

type of decision (positive or negative). However, they did not

find any relationship between category identification time and

verbal abilitW, as measured by the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT). Hogaboam and Pellegrino concluded that previous

findings based on the stimulUs matching paradigm might not be

due to individual differences in thb ProtOSS of retrievins a

name from memory. They argUed instead that the previous

findings might have been due to more intelligent subjects being

more adept at responding to the unusual task demandS of the

stimulus matching Paradism

Hogaboam and Pellegrino raised an ith0Or,taht issue. If the

results obtained from the stimulus matching PgraOiAm are.dUe to

task demandS, rather than to the retrieval of information from

memory, the previous results should be reinterpreted. (Indeed,

the phenomemon of individual differences in adJustment to task

demands would itself be worth explanatioh) Before draWitig

this conclusion* however, we wished to reelicatt the empirical

findings reported by Hogaboam and Pellegrino. In particular,

certain aspects of their statistical treatment and their

interpretation of the semantic categorization paradigm raised

some (questions.

To summarize Hogaboam and Pellegrino's argument, they

Observed that a) measures derived from the semantic

Categorization task were sufficientlw reliable to produce the

hOthothetic effects (e.g. effects of taxonomic category an

TretqUency) observed by others, but b) these measures were not

"sianificantly" correlated with measures of verbal ability.
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they concluded that because the,sementic categorization task

certainly recuires subjects to access semantic information ih

long-term memory, the failure to find significant correlations

is evidence against a relationship between speed of access to

semantic information and verbal ability.

Three issues cloud interpretation of Hogaboam end

Pellegrino's data relia.bilits of their measures, power of

their design, and theoretical interpretation of their semantic

categorization paradigm. The fact that Hogaboam and Pellegrino

found several experimental effects to be statistically reliable

is irrelevant to the Question of whether their reaction time

measures provided reliable measures of individual performance.

The statistical tests required to establish nomothetic effects

are different from the statistical tests reauired to establish

individual differences effects, and it is auite possible for

set of data to be reliable with respect to one type of test and

unreliable with respect to the other. Hogaboam and Pellegrino

did not collect data on the reliability of their measures as

indicants of individual Performance.

A second cause for concern is that Hogaboam and Pellegrino

used only 34 subjects in their experiment. Thus their studs

'might be faulted for a lack of statistical Power, since the

-statistical Power of a test of the null hypothesis that r = OF

given a true correlation of -.3o is only .54. An alternative

to testing the hYpothesis that r = 0 is to use a likelihood

ratio to compare the probability that a given correlation

coefficient was obtained bs sampling from a Population in which

r = 0 tO the probability that it was obtained by sampling from
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a population in which r = -3. In their published report,

Hogaboam and Pellegrino did not present the correlations they

obtained, but Pellegrino has since provided them for us. They

range from 0 to -.25. In most cases the liklihood ratios favor

the hypothesis that the sample was dnawn from-a population in

which r=0.

Schwartz (1980) raised a non-statistical nuestion about

Hogahoam and Pellegrino's experiment. The Procedure renuired

the subject to memorize a category name (e.g. BIRD) and then

determine whether 24 stimuli were exemplars or non - exemplars of

that category. Thus the subject was-asked to hold the category

name in short-term memory while responding to the items to be

categorized. This differs from the stimulus matching

procedure, in which short-term memory remuirements are much

reduced. It has been observed that short-term memory

perforMance does not correlate with verbal abilitY scores,

except when the contrast is between widely separated grouPt

such as univek,sitY students and mental retardates (Hunt, 1978;

see also Matarazzoo 1972 for a discussion of some psYchometric

evidence.) Schwartz argued that short-term memory renuirements

in the semantic categorization task may have affeCted the

observed Pattern of individual differences. Another

complicating fact is that some of Hogaboam and Pellegrino's

measures involved the categorization of pictures. Whether or

not the naming of a picture is the same as the naming of a word

is at least arguable. Indeed, some would claim that different

brain regions are involved (Walsh, 1978).

Because Hogsboam and Pellegrino did not observe
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correlations between verbal abilitY and semantic

categorization, they concluded that the correlation between

verbal ability and stimulus matching was due to special aspe&

of the stimulus matching task that do not'involve access to

name codes. An alternative explanation is that the failure to

observe coi-relations between verbal ability and the semantic

categorization task might be due to the introdUCtion of

information PrOcessing reauirements into the semantic

categorization task that do not appear in stimuluS matching and

that are not associated with verbal abilitg.

In order toresolVe these issues, Hogaboam and

Pellegrino's study was replicated and extended. The nuMher of

subjects was increased to address the issue of statistical

Power. In addition, the number of trials contributing to each

measure was increased, and data was :ollected on the

reliabilits of the measures. Finally, the exPeriment was

designed to examine the relationshiP between short -term memory

and verbal ability.

Method

The experiment consisted of three phases. In the first

phase, Hogabo RI and Pellegrino's experimental procedure was

replicated as exactly as' Possible, based on the information in

their Published report. in the second phase, subjects

completed additional trials in the Hogaboam and Pellegrino

semantic c tegorization task in order to increase the

reliability of the reaction time measures. Finally, a number

of other experimental tasks were administered in an effort to
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examine more carefully the differences between the semantic

categorization and the stimulus matching Paradigms. In the

additional teekt, the short-term memory demands and the nature

of the wes-no decision were bOth varied.

Hogaboam and Pellegrino used the verbal score from the SAT

as their criterion measure of verbal ability. Some of our

subjects had verbal scores on the Washington Pre.,-College (WPC)

Tests which is similar to the SAT. However, since college

entrance examination scores were not available for all of our

subjects, our criterion measure was the Nelson -Denny Reading

Test (1960)t which provides measures of reading rates

vocabularigt and reading comprehension. High correlations have

been found between the Nelson-Denny Test and verbal scores on

the WPC (Palmer, MacLeod, Hunts and Davidson, Note 1).

Subjects

The subjects were 75 University of Washington

undergraduates. They were paid $15 for their participation.

Subjects were run in groups of 2 to 6. flue to attrition and

computer failures data was not obtained on all measures from

all subjects.

APparatus

A NOVA 3 computer controlled stimulus presentation and

response collection for the reaction-time tasks. During

Session Jr which involved presentation of both words and

Pictures, subjects were seated at individual desks that held.

response KeYboardt. Slides were projected by a Kodak carousel.

850H slicte projector onto a 8 x 8 foot white screen viewed b'

all subjects in the group. Pioneer SE20A 81 headphones were

10
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used for auditory feedback. During Sessions 2 and 3: subjects

were seated in individual sound-attenuating booths. Each booth

contained.a resPonse Keyboard and an independently- controlled

Tektronix 604 cathode ray tube oscilloscope on which the

stimuli were presented.

ftatezd111..-.e-

Subjects participated in three one and one-half hour

sessions. All subjects Performed the same tasks in the same

order. Table 1 showt the order of task Pretentation.

InSePt Table 1 about here

For all tasks, subjects were told to work as auicklY as

possible without making errors. Feedback was provided for the

reaction-time tasks. During Session 1, subjectt heard a tone

whenever they made an error. During Sessions 2 and 3i subjects

received "OK" or "No" messages on their screens, after each

trial, informing them of the accuracy of their response. In

addition, during Sessions 2 and 3, after every set of eight

trials subjects saw their reaction-times in milliseconds

avereed over those eight trials, and the total number of

errors they had made so far. If they wished, subjects could

rela% for a moment in their booths at this time. When they

were rle dy to hegira the next set of eight trials, they pressed

any ke:v on their resPonse boards and the next trial began 250

mSeC 12ter. Thereafter, trials were spaced 500 cosec after

Ii
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trial IfeedbacK. Every trial was Preceded bs a warning dot

which appeared for 250 cosec in the center of the screen. There

was a 250 cosec interval between the offset of the warning dot

and the onset of the stimulus.

SESSION-1

Semantic Categorization. This tasks which was a

replication of Hogaboam and Pellegrino's procedurei was

PerfOrMed at the beginning and end of Session 1. SUbjectS were

asked to determine whether an item belonged to a specified

semantic category. For examples thes-might be asked to respond

as to whether a car is a vehicle. As in the Hogaboam and

Pellegrino studs, the furniture category was used for practice

trials, and the experimental categories were carpenter's

toolso vehicleso body parts, four-legged animals* weapons,

articles of clothingo Kitchen utensilso music.al instrumentso

inse tsy and fruitsi Three high and three low taxonomic

frequency items from each of the experimental categories were

selected from the Battig and Montague (1969) norms. The

average taxonomic freauency was 308 for the high fremuencs

items and 32 for the low frequency items. (Hogaboam and

Pellegrino's average frequencies were 350 and 34,

respectively.) The Kucera and Francis (1967) average printed

frequency was 64.1 for the high frequency items and 3.3 for the

low frequency items. (Hogaboam & Pellegrino's average printed

fremuencies were 84 and 4.5 for high and low items,

respectively.) Each item was depicted es an unambiguous line

drawing and as an uppercase printed word. Slides were made of

the draWings and words. Slides were els-6 Made of each category
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name printed in uppercase letters and underlined.

A block of trials consisted of a category name followed by

24 items. Twelve of the items were exemplars and 12 were not.

The positive items (exemplars) were three high and three low

taxonomic freauencY members of the category, each presented

once as a word and once as a picture. Negative items for the

practice block were taken from categories not used in this

experiment. Negative items for the first five categories were

taKen from the Positive items of the last five categories.

NegF:tive items for the last five experimental categories were

taken from the positive items of the first five categories. The

12 negative items in each block consisted of three items of

high taxonomic frequency in their own categories, and three

items of low taxonomic frequency. Items were represented as

bbth pictures and words. Half of the subjects saw one set of

five categories first, and the other half of the subjects saw

the other set of five categories first. The order of

categriries within each set of five categories was varied for

each group of subjects according to a Latin sauare design.

6ech categorY name was displayed for 3000 msec. Each item

was displayed for 1000 msec. Subjects were instructed to press

the right KEQ if an item was a member of the category and the

left Key if it was not. Subjects heard a tone through

headphones whenever they made an error.

Nelson-DennY Vocabulartl Test. Form B of the vocabulary

Portion of the Nelson-Denny (1960) test was administered.

Subjects were given ten minutes to answer 100 items. Subjects

were instructed to select the best definition of a word from

1-
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among five choices. Responses were recorded on the

Nelson-Denny self-marking answer sheet.

Nelson -Penns Reeing Testi Form B of the comprehension

and reeding rate portion of the Nelson -Benny (1960) test was

administered. Subjects were given 20 minutes to read eight

selections and answer four multiple- choice Questions at the end

of each selection. While answering Questions, subjects were

allowed to refer back to the relevant Passage. If they had

difficulty with a auestions the were told to make a reasonable

effort and then go on to the next auestion. Subjects used the

Nelt-citi==aenng Self-marking answer sheet to record their

responses.

The first minute of the test was used to determine reading

rate Subjects began-reading the passage ands at the end of

one minutes they were told to stop on the line they were

reading and record that line number on their answer forms.

When this was completed, subjects resumed their reading.

Senten-CC-PictUre Comprehension Test. This paper and pencil

test is divided into five sections (Lansmens 1977). Because of

time restreints* only the first three sections were

adminittoroth Section 1 was considered practice. EeCh section

contains 64 itemsi For each iteMi subjects were asked to

determine whether a sentence accurately described picture

(Clerk a Chates1972). The stimuli consisted of 16 descriptive

sentences that varied in linguistic complexity (e.g. plus above

star; star isn't above plus)* and two pictures (* 4.). If the

sentence correctly described the Pictures subjects were to mark

the T for true; otherwises they were to mark the F for false.

14
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Subjects were given 2.5 minutes for each of the three sections.

The sentence-picture comprehension task provided a logical

verbal task that: presumably: depends less upon access to the

meaning of words than the other. tasks. Obviously, a person

loins' e sentence-Picture comprehension task Mutt KhoW What the

words mean. However: only six words are used in thit task.

Thus it is more dependent upon the manipulation of verbal items

in working memory (BaddeleY: 1976) than UPoh the retrieval of

information about tha names of the stimuli. In a previously

conducted analysis of the information processing correlates of

reading, we found that sentence verification and stimulus

matching were predictors of different components of reading

aKill: sentence-picture comprehension was more related to

reading comprehension and stimulus matching was more related to

reading speed (Palmer et al.: Note 1). Thus: we might expect

the semantic tasks and the sentence-picture comprehension task

to make independent contributions to the prediction of verbal

ability scores.

SESSION 2_

Two- choice reecI4on-t-i-me4 A simple choice reaction time

task was given in order to familiarize subjects with the

apparatus and to obtain a basic measure of key-Pressing time.

On each trial of this task: subjetts saw three stars on the

screen to either loft or right of tenter. They pressed the

RICHT keY if stars were on the right: and the LEFT keY if stars

were on the left. There were eight practice trials and 48

experimental trials.

Stimulus (word)-matohing. This task reauired subjects to

15
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determine whether two words had the same name (Palmer et al.,

Note 1 ). The stimuli were Pairs of common four-letter words.

The "different" trials consisted of word Pairs differing bY one

letter (e.g. DATE GATE), with the changed letter balanCed over

position. The words were presented in upper and lower case.

There were 24 phYsically identical pairs (DATE DATE), 24 name

identical pairs (DATE date), and 48 different pairs (date

gate). Each Pair was shown twice.. Subjects were to respond

SAME bQ pressing the right key if the words had the same name,

and to respond DIFFERENT bv pressing the left key if the words

had different names.

In the simultaneous condition of this task, the words

appeared side by side on the screen with one character space

between words. The word pairs remained on the screen until the

subject responded. There were 16 Practice trials and 192

experimental trials of this condition.

In the senuential condition, devised to add a short-term

memory comPonent, one word appeared on the screen for 500

milliseconds. Then, 1500 milliseconds later, the second word

appeared and remained on the screen until the subject

responded. There were 16 practice trials and 192 exPeriment I

trials.

Semantic Verifivtion. This task, like the semantic

categorization task, renuired subjects to determine whether an

item was a member of a category. A category name and an item

were Presented on each trial. All stimuli were Presented as

uppercase words. Subjects were to press the right key if the

item was a member of the category; otherwise .they were to press

1-
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the left keg.

The category names and items used in this task were a

subset of those used in the semantic categorization task. The

eight experimental categories were: furniture, body part,

fruit, weapon, clothing, insect, vehicie, and animal. Three

instances of high taxonomic freauency and three instances of

low taxonomic freauency were selected from each category. Each

instance appeared once as a positive item and once as a

negative item.

In the tiMultaneous condition, the category name and the

item appeared on the screen at the same time. The category

name was directly above the item and both pieces of information

remained on the screen until the subject responded. There were

16 Practice trials and 96 experimental trialS.

In the seauential presentation condition, the category

name appeared on the screen for 500 Millisecondt, and 1500

milliseconds later the item appeared. The item remained on the

screen until the subject responded. There were 16 Practice

trials and 96 experimental trials.

Semantic Matching. The semantic tategoriZatiOn and the

semantic verification tasks involve making decisions about

superordinate-subordinate (category-instance) relationshiPt,

whereas the stimulus matching task involves making a

subordinate-subordinate or "instance- instance" decision. The

semantic matching task reauired the subject to make a 'semantic

decision about two instances. On each trial of this task,

subjetts had to decide whether two items were members of the

same catesgorix: (Goldberg, Schwartz, & Stewart, 1977). Subjects

1.7
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were to pre:ss the right Key if the two items belonged in the

same category (APPLE PEACH); otherwise they were to press the

left key (APPLE PLANE). All stimuli were presented in

uppercase letters. Four instances of high taxonomic frequency

and four instances of low taxonomic frequency were selected

from the following categories: vehicle: fruit: body part,

furniture: insect, and clothing. Each instance appeared twice

as a positive item and twice as a negative item. Instances of

high taxonomic freauency were paired together and instances of

low taxonomic fremuency were paired together: there were no

instances of high taxonomic fremuency paired with instances of

loW taxonomic fremuency.

In the simultaneous presentation conditions two items

appeared on the screen at the same time: with one item centered

direttly above the other. Both items remained on the screen

until the subject responded. There were 16 practice trials and

96 experimental trials.

Ih the semuential Presentation condition: one item,

appeared on the screen for 500 cosec and 1500 cosec later the

second item appeared. The second item remained on the screen

until the subject responded. There were 16 practice trials and

96 exPeriment-1 tritlt.

SES-UON-3

SubjectS performed the same tasks during Session 3 that

they performed during Session 2. The two-choice reaction time

task was presented first and the others were presented in

reverse onder from Session 2.
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Results

The results section is divided into three Parts. The

first part is a general description of the data. The second

presents the group results for each task. The third part is a

discussion of the individual differences results.

General description

The mean reaction time for each trial type was calculated

for each subject. Data were analyzed only for trials on which

the response was correct and on which reaction times were

within three standard deviations of the mean for that tubjett

in that condition.

Split -half reliabilities (odd versus even trials) were

calculated for correct reaction times and corrected using the

Spearman-Brown formula. All mean reaction time measures were

highly reliable with reliabilities ranging from .94 to .99.

Each reaction time task was presented twice. Because the

same experimental effects were observed on each occasion, data

from the two presentations were combined for each task, with

the exception of the semantic categorization task, in order to

increase the number of observations.

Group Results

Semantic Categorization. The semantic categorization task

was presented twice, once in an exact replication of Hogaboam

and Pellegrino's procedure, and then again to increase the

reliability of the data. For each presentation of this task,

mean reaction times were calculated for each subject for each

combination of stimulus type (words, pictures), taxonomic

19
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freauencY (high, low), and decision type (yeS, no). Table 2

shows the mean reaction times for these measures.

Insert Table 2 about here

The results from both presentations of this task

replicated the main results found by Hogaboam and Pellegrino

(1978). Positive decisions were faster than negative

decisions, category membership of pictures was verified faster

than membership of words, and items of high taxonomic.freauency

were verified faster than items of low taxonomic frequency (p

<.001 for these comparisons).

Semantic Verification (FRUIT APPLE) and Semantic Matching

(APPLE-PEACH). The results from each of these tasks were

similar to those found in the semantic categorization task.

Positive decisions were faster than negative decigions, and

items of high taxonomic frequency were verified faster than

items of low taxonomic freQuency (p < .001 for these

comparisons). The mean reaction times from the semantic

verification task and the semantic matching task are shown in

Table 3.

20
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Insert Table 3 about here

Stimulus-Matchlng-CDATE-date-). Reaction times from this

task are shown in Table 4. In the simulataneous condition,

mean PI reaction time was 121 msec faster than mean NI reaction

time. Differences of aPproximatelw this size have been found

in previous studies. In the senuential condition, the

difference between NI and PI reaction times was much smaller

(19 msec). The finding of a smaller difference between NI and

PI reaction times when stimuli are presented senuentially is

also a very common result. It has been attributed to the fact

that the physical match, as well as the name.match, must be

made on the basis of the names of the stimuli, since the visual

trace of the initial item has faded by the time the second item

appears (Posner, #978).

Insert Table 4 about here

Two-Choice Reaction- Time-. The mean reaction time for

right hand responses on correct trials was 276 msec. The mean

reaction time for left hand responses on correct trials was 287

msec.

91
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Paper and Pencil Tests. Table 5 shows the mean scores

for number corrects standard deviations, and range of scores

for the Nelson-Dennv VOcabulary, Nelson-Denny Reading

Comprehensions and sentence-picture comprehension tests.

Insert Table 5 about here

Individual Differelmes4

Hogaboam and Pellegrino reported eight Processing sPeed

measures: the time to categorize items representing the eight

.possible combinations of high and low, fremuency, pictures and

words' and positive and negative decisions. In our data, the

reliabilities of these measures were high. Split -half

reliabilities, based on odd versus even trials, ranged from .92

to .97. Table 6 shows the correlations between these eight

measures and the four measures taken on the Nelson-Denny tett:

vocabularv, paragraph comprehension, reading rater and a

composite score (Nelson and Denny's suggested composite = 2 *

comprehension vocabulary). The left half of Table 6 shows

the correlations based on the same number of trials used by

Hogaboam and Pellegrino. The right half shows correlations

based on RTs from both presentations of the semantic

categorization task. Thus the left half of the table can be

considered a replication of the Hogaboam and Pellegrino

procedure, and the right half i replication using twice the

22
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number of trials.

Insert Table 6 about here

Consider first the left half Of the table, The eight

correlations of RT measures With the Neltori=nenny composite

range from -.14 to -.31. Six of the eight are statistically

significantly different from do at the .dr, leVel. The

correlations based on additional data are ShOWn in the right

half of the tabiai Seven of the eight are statistically

significant. Clearly these results are more consistent with

the hypothesis that the population correlation is =.3 than with

the hypothesis that it is zero. This statement can be

Guantified by calculating the following likelihood ratio:

(probability of r given that Population r-= -3) divided e:)

(probability of r given that population r = 0). For r = -.25

and n=67, typical of data in Tables, the ratio is greater than

6:1 in favor of the hypothesis r = -i3.

Hogaboam and Pellegrino also computed eight difference

scores which represented word-picture differences for high- and

low-freouency, positive and negative items, and low-high

frequency differences for positive and negative pictures and

words. The relevant results from our study are shown in Table

7, which is similar in format to Table 6. The reliabilities of

the difference scores were low, and one is even negative! With

such low reliabilities, it is hardly surprising to find that
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there were few significant correlations with the Nelson-Denny

measures.

Insert Table 7 about here

Reliability aside, the theoretical reasoning behind the use

of some of the difference scores as correlates of verbal

ability is not clear. Consider the contrasts based upon

picture versus word reaction times. If the same processes are

involved in semantic categorization of pictures and words, than

the interpretation of an individual difference measure based

upon differences is not meaningful. If as could be argued,

the twn RTs are based on different processes, then a difference

between the two is only of interest if the processes reauired

by one are a subset of those reauired by the other. This is

the case for at least some models of the stimulus

task, where the processes involved in producing RTS to PI pairs

are contained within the processes involved in reacting to NI

pairs (Posner, 1978). However, we know of no such model for

Picture versus word categorization.

There is also a problem in interpreting negative-positive

difference scones'. Presumablv negative responses are made if

some measure of the semantic distance between the categorw

name's representation and the target stimulus is exceeded.

Unless this criterion is different for high as opposed to low

freauency items, or for Pictures versus words, one would
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ekPect the negative semantic comparisons to have similar

latenCies. Thig would Produce Icw reliabilities for difference

sccre,i since each component of the difference would be based

largely upon a measure of the same Process. The lowest

reliability estimates for the measures (and the only

reliability measures not reliably greater than zero) were

obtained for difference scores involving negative responses.

This leaves us with two contrasts: one baSed on the

difference between positiVe cRTS to high and loW freCiiien6

words, and One based on the Positive reSPbnte RTS to high and

low freouency Pictures. It is reasonable to SPOCUlate that

"low" verbal people might be as fasL as "high" verbal P.6601e in

accessing infoP,mation about high fremuencv words, but would 136

slower to access low frequency words. Our results thoW thit to

be the case. The conclusion is slightly more interesting

be.ause the same finding'is true for pictures. The relevant

data are shown in Table 7. Fortunately, the reliability

Coefficients for these difference scores are above chances

althOUgh they are still low.

In SuMMarv, the individual differences data presented here

would not lead one to the negative conclusion drawnby Hogaboam

and Pellegrino. A relationship was found between category

'identification time and verbal ability. There is, however* one

maior difference between our studs and theirs. We were forced

to use the Nelson-Donny.test as our majOr criterion measure.

Only a small number of subjects (26) who CoMP4Oted our

replication of the Hogaboam and Pellegrino Probedure had also

taken the Washington Pre-College Test, a test similar to the
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SAT used by Hogaboam and Pellegrino (Footnote 1).

Short-term memory: A test of_Schwartz's_HsPothesis.

8. Schwartz (1980) obServed that the semantic categorization

task contained a short-term memory component; the subject must

remember the category name while responding to the stimuli to

be categorized. Schwartz noted that short-term memory seems to

be only loosely related to psychometricr:Ily defined verbal

ability. He suggetted that the short-term memory component of

the categorization task may have introduced additional variance

that masked the relation between access to information in

long-term memory and verbal ability. Schwartz's hypothesis

could be tested by maniPulating the short-term memory demandt

of the task and observing whether or not the correlations with

psychometric tests are affected. Our experiment was designed

to do this In the seauential version of each tasK0 the

subject was reauired to hold the first item in memory while

responding to the second. This introduced a minimal short-term

memory reauirement into the tasK. In the Simultaneous

versionsy the short-term memory component was eliminated.

This short-term memory manipulation did not change the

Pattern of correlations. Table 8 shows the correlations

between the verbal measures and RTs to positive responses for

word items in the semantic categorization task and for positive

responses in the simultaneous and seauential versions of the

other semantic tasks. Only positive responses were analyzed

because, as mentioned, the models for negative responses are

unclear. The table also shows the correlation between

Nelson-Dennw scores and the NI-PI reaction time difference
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score computed for simultaneous and seauential versions of the

stimulus matching task (Date date). The correlations of all

tasks with the Nelson-Denny composite are all slightly below .3

in absolute magnitude, and do not vary in any consistent way

with the amount of short-term memory involved.

The correlations between the RT measures and the

Nelson-Denny reading rate Present a different PiCture. Onlu

those tasks involving simultaneous presentation of the items

had significant correlations with reading rate. This is not

surPrising because subjects were timed for reading more

material in the simultaneous version than in the semuential

version.

Insert Table s about here

Aside from the correlations with reading rate, however,

our data provide no evidence that the short-term memory

manipulation affected the relationship between verbal ability

and RT on any of our tasks. Correlations involving

simulataneous and seauential conditions are almost identical.

Schwartz's hyPothesit does not seem to explain why Hogaboam and

Pellegrino failed to find correlations with verbal ability.

Evidence f aene-ra4 mle--(1 of access to longterm

memory" faztiom. Each of the tasks used in thit StUdY reduires

the subject to access semantic or lexical information from

long-term memory. Semantic categorization remuires that
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information be acce0e0d about both PiCtUret and Words

SimilarilY, the 4emehtic verification (FRUIT APPLE) and

semantic matching (AN.E 0E46-) tasks reouire extraction of

semantic information about word itimuii inaii9i the stimulus

matching task reouiret that lexicali bUt not semantic,

information be accessed. To what extent do thete tasks tae a

common dimension of 14dividual variation?

To answer this cltlestion we first considered the semantic

categorization task. This task involved the classification of

both words and pictUrS. We expected that measures based on

these two types of etikuli might reflect distinct abilities and

thus be only weakly cetrelated. To our surprise, the

correlation between P'r,formance on picture and word stimuli was

.99! This findin0 i6 Consistent with Hogaboam and pellesrino's

data. Obviously me554%es based on picture and word stimuli can

be used interchan0e0h1 in our statistical analyses.

We next asked whether or not the different Measures of

memory access fonmed a unitary dimension. This was done by

submitting RTs for Positive responses in each of the various

information processihe tasks to a principal components factor

analvsis (Harmon, 1967). The variables utilized are listed in

the correlation matri shown in Table 9. In order to make the

measures comparable, the NI-PI difference score was replaced by

the NI reaction time store. The analysis was actuall done

twice: once on the first order correlations shown above the

diagonal of Table 9, and once on the partial' correlations from

which the effects of choice RT have been removed. The partial

correlations are ohoOn belo-w the diagonal of Table 9. Partial
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correlations were used to provide a control for the possibility

thv common factor would appear that was actually defined by

the ahilits to manipulate the emuipment. The results of the

two rIalyses were virtually identical. In each case a single

faCtot was extracted; it accounted for more than 752 of the

comm 4 vbriance and had an eigenvalue greater than 5. The

eigenValues of the remaining factors were all SUbStSntiallY

lest than 1. Table 10 shows the communalities and fattOr

loadings of the information processing measures on the faCtor,

for ech analysis. These results indicate that the different

merliQr access tasks tap a single common factOri and thiS factor

iS Oct an aPParatus factor. An additional point of interest is

that the unrotated factor is very well defined by either the

semOntic verification (FRUIT APPLE) or the semantic matching

(A P1= PEACH) task; both have loadings of about .9 on the

com0°1) factor.

Insert Tables 9 and 10 about here

In an extension of this analysis we asked whether common

fOcOhs Underlying the reaction time tasks were related to

cOmroatl faCtors involved in the verbal tasks. A canonical

correlation was done to answer this ouestion (Cohen and Cohen,

1970' The firtt canonical correlation was .69, and was

significant at the .02 level. (The canonical analysis was

based on the 52 subjects for whom all data was available.) The
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remaining two canonical cOrtelatiOht Were not Sighificanti

which is consistent with our previous conclusion that a single

factor explains individual performance on the information

processing tasks. This result should, however, be treated with

caution. Canonical correlations maximize caPitalization on

chance fluctuations in the data. Thus .69 should be regarded

as an extreme upper bound for the correlation between memory

access and reading ability in college students.

Is it possible to improve the prediction of verbal

performance by using an information-processing task that is not

heavily dependent upon speed of retrieval of information in

permanent memory? This Question motivated the inclusion of the

sentence-picture comprehension task in the battery of tests.

The multiple correlation between the Nelson -Benny reading

comprehension score and two independent variables, semantic

matching (the best measure of the encoding factor defined in

the principal components analysis) and sentence - picture

comprehension, was .46i (F, <.001). The partial correlation

between sentence-picture comprehension and reading

comprehension, controlling for semantic matching, was .31 (p

<.02). Thus the sentence-picture comprehension measure

accounts for variance in reading ability which is not

associated with the encoding measure. This is consistent with

similar findings by Palmer et al. (Note 1) in a more extensive

analysis of reading comprehension.
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Discussion

This experiment was designed to investigate the

relationshiP between verbal ability and speed of access to

information in long-term memory. Although our methods were

similar to those of Hogaboam and Pellegrino, the design was

more powerful both in terms of the number of subjects and the

amount of data per subject. Unlike Hogaboam and Pellegrino, we

found a positive relationship between verbal ability and

several RT measures. However, this experiment was not an exact

rePlication of Hogaboam and Pellegrino's, since we were unable

to use exactly the same test of verbal aptitude that they used.

Carroll and Maxwell (1979) stated that it was important to

resolve the discrepancy between Hogaboam and Pellegrino's

results and other studies in the literature. Although Of

course this cannot be Proven: perhaps the discrepancy was due

to sampling fluctuations in their study having masked a

phenomenon that in absolute terms, s not a large one.

Hogaboam and Pellegrino's research was motivated by an

imPortant consideration. On the basis of results obtained

using the stimulus matching paradigmi several investigators

have drawn the general conblusion that there is a relationship

between (written) verbal skills and speed of access to

overlearned information in long-term memorY. If the conclusion

is sounds then a similar relationship should be found using

paradigms other than stimulus matching. In the present study,

such a relationshiP was founds both for the semantic

categorization task and for the related semantic verification

and semantic matching tasks. Another study in our laboratory
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replicated this result for semantic verification (Palmer, et

al.., Note 1). Goldberg, et al (1977) report Positive results

using a servants- matching task. Our factor analvtic resultS

indicate that these paradigms all share a common factor that

may be interpreted as speed of access to information in

semantic memory. The canonical correlations (and the

correlations between the Nelson-Denny measures and markers of

the factor) indicate that this factor is related to individual

differences in verbal ability.

Performance in a sentence - picture comprehension task also

predicted reading comprehension scores, confirming similar.

observations by Baddeley (1968) and Lansman (1978).

Sentence-picture comprehension has a predictive power beyond

that provided by a test of retrieval of information from

semantic memory. This suggests that the are at least two

mechanisms of information processing involved in comprehending

verbal material: retrieving the meaning of symbols and

manipulating meaning in working memory.

Whether the memory retrieval factor identifiable here is

the same as a factor that might be defined bs tests of speed of

access to information in episodic memory (i.e. whether there is

a general memory access factor) is at present an open Question.

There is tangential evidence that semantic and episodic

retrieval factors are not identical. Underwood, Boruch, and

Malmi (1978; see also Hunt's (1980) reanalysis of their data)

have reported that episodic memory tests are not related to

performance on verbal aptitude tests.

The correlations reported in this and other studies are

:12
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typically .in the .3 range. Verbal aptitude is defined by

performance on relatively complex tasks and undoubtedly depends

upon Knowledge as well as upon such aspects of information

Processing as accessing overlearned information. Other

information processing traits, including the ability to hold

information in short-term memory and to focus attentions are

also involved in tests of verbal ability. It would be naive to

expect that any one information Processing trait (let alone one

Paradigm) would provide the single explanation of such

complex ability. It does seem clear that the Process of

accessing over-learned material is one of the important

individual difference variables that underlies skilled verbal

performance.
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REFERENCE NOTES

1. Palmer, J.C., MacLeod, C. M. Hunt, E.v Davidson, J.E.

Some relations between information processing and reading. (In

preparation.)
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FOOTNOTES

This research was supported by Grant MH-2179 from the -----

National Institute of Mental Health to the University of

Washington. any of the ideas for the design of this study

were inspired 139 discussions with Steven Schwartz. We are

grateful to Simon Farr for suggesting the semantic matching

paradigm and for his helpful criticism, and to Steven Yantis

for his assistance with the data analysis. Reprints may be

reeuested from Earl Hunt, Department of Psychologw, NI-257

University of Washington, Seattle' Washington 98195.

Footnote 1. The correlations between the semantic

categorization measures and the WPC verbal scores, shown in

Table 57 were low and non-significant. It appears that the

difference between these correlations and those involving the

Nelson-Denny scores is due to fluctuations in small sampleii

when we recomputed the latter corr,elations using only those

subjects who had WPC scores, they were also low and

non-significant.
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Table 1

Schedule of Tasks

1. Semantic Nelson-Denny Nelson-Denny Paper & Pencil Semantic

Categorization Vocabulary Reading Comprehension Sentence-Picture Categorization

Comprehension

2. Word-Matching

Reaction-Time Simultaneous

Presentation

of Stimuli

3; -I'm-Choice Semantic

Reaction-Time Matching

Sequential

Word-Matching

Sequential

Presentation

of Stimuli

Semantic-Matching

Simultaneous

Presentation

of Stimuli

Semantic

Verification

Simultaneous

Presentation

Semantic Semantic Semantic

Verification . Matching Matching

_Sequential Simultaneous Sequential

Presentation Presentation

Semantic Semantic Word-Matching Word-Matching

Vetification Verification Sequential Simultaneous

Sequential Simultaneous
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Table 2

TIME 1

Positive_
Responses

Negative
Responses

TIME 2

Positive
Responses

Negative
Responses

High freq., words 653 msec 703 msec 622 msec 670 msec.

High freq., pictures 637 msec 698 msec 592 msec 672 msec

Low freq., words 711 msec 725 msec 656 msec 694 msec

Low freq., pictures 682 msec 720 msec 609 msec 684 msec

Mean reaction time for correct responses to each stimulus type for

each presentation of the Semantic Categorization Task.



Table 3

SEMANTIC VERIFICATION

positive Negative
Reson4s Responses

SEMANTIC MATCHING

Positive Negative
Responses Responses

High freq. - SIM 757 1114c 862 msec 743 msec 861 msec

Low freq. - SIM 789 msec 867 msec 775 msec 854 msec

High freq. - SEQ 661 msec 638 msec 536 msec 597 msec

Low freq. - SEQ 589 msec 639 msec 557 msec 598 msec

Mean Reaction times for corr!ct responses to each stimulus type for the
Semantic Verification (BIRO-ROBIN) and Semantic Matching (ROBIN-SPARROW)
tasks. "SIM" indicates simultaneous presentation of the stimuli and
"SEQ" indicates sequential Pt'esentation.
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STIMULUS TYPE

holt Identical Wilt'ds (NI)

Ph.hically Ideritital Words (PI)

Pfferent WordS ih the
a6Mt Case

Different words ih
Different Cases

Subjects

Table 4

SIMULTANEOUS PRESENTATION

700 msec

579 msec

707 msec

SEQUENTIAL PRESENTATION

497 msec

478 Met

542 msec

729 msec 544 msec

69 69

Mean reaction time for correct responses to each
stimulus type for the Stimulus Matching Task



Table 5

Descriptive Statistics for the
Psychometric Measures

MEASURE

e son=Denny Vocabulary

?lson-Denny Reading Comprehension

?lson -Denny Reading Rate

mtence.-Picture Comprehension

MEAN
# CORRECT

READING_RATE
PER MINUTE

STANDARD
DEVIATION

RANGE

58 15 27-98 7

27 6 8=36

301 Words 95 117-615

.44 10 21=63
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Table 6

Correlations Between Processing Speed Measures and Verbal Measures

TIME 1

Nelson- Nelson- Nelson-

Nelson- Denny Denny Denny WPC

Denny # Correct Reading Reading Verbal

Processing Speed Measures Reliabilities Composite Vocabulary Comprehension Rate Composite

High freq., positive resp., words .95 ** -.21 -.15 -.25 .07 .01

High freq.; negative resp., words .96 ** -.24* -.20 -.26* -.07 ;02

High freq., positive resp., pictures .96 ** -.13 -.08 -.18 .03 .09

High freq., negative resp., pictures .93 ** -.28* -.23* -.29* -.08 -.09

Low freq., positive resp., words .94 ** -.29* -.22 -.32** .02 .01

Low freq., negative resp., words .95 ** -.29* °-.25* -.30* -.05 -.01

Low freq.; positive resp., pictures .95 ** -.28* -.20 -33 .04

Low freq., negative resp., pictures .94 ** -.31** -.25* -.34 .02

Subjects 55 54 54 54 54 26

15 46



Table 6(continued)

Correlations Between Processing Speed Measures and Verbal Measures

TIME 1 plus TIME 2

Nelson- Nelson-

Nelson- Denny Denny

Denny # Correct Reading

Nelsbn=

Denny

Reading

WPC

Verbal

ng Speed Measures Reliabilities Composite Vocabulary Comprehension Rate Composite

q., positive resp., words .98** =.27* -.18 . -.32** .03 7.15

**
q., negativeyesp., words .98 =.28* ,-.20 -.33** -.05 =.17

--**
q., positive resp., pictures .97 =.19 -.12 -.25 .03 =.06

req., negative resp., pictures

--**
.97 =.29* -.22 -.33** -.05 -.24

--**
., positive resp., words .97 =.29* 7.21 -.33** .02 =.18

-**

., negative resp., words .98 =.27* =.21 -.30* -.04 =.16

., positive resp., pictures .98

**
=.28* =.19 -.36** .01 =.09

**

., negative resp., pictures .97 -.28 -.21 -.32 .00 =.12

Subjects 52 51 51 51 51 25
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Table 7

Correlations Between Processing Speed Difference Scores and Verbal Measures

TIME 1

Nelson- Nelson- Nelson-
Nelson Denny Denny Denny WPC_

Denny # Correct Reading Reading Verbal
ig Speed Measures Reliabilities Composite Vocabulary Comprehension Rate Composite

:tures, high freq., pos. resp.

tures, high freq., neg. resp.

tures, low freq., pos. resp.

tures, low freq., neg. resp.

freq., pos. resp., words

freq., neg. resp., words

freq., pos. resp., pictures

freq., neg. resp., pictures

Subjects

.27 * -.17 -.17 -.14 .11 -.24

-.26 * .20 .17 .19 .06 .43 *

.33 ** .04 -.02 .11 .07 -.13

.09 .08 .03 .14 -.06 -.09

* *
.31. -.31 -.28 -.30 -.11 -.01

.06 -.21 -.20 -.18 .07 -.11

.48 ** -.41 ** -.33
**

-.44
**

-.06 -.09

*
.01 -.08 -.04 -.11 .15 .31

55 54 54 54 54 26
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Table (continued)

Correlations Between Processing Speed Difference Scores and Verbal Measures

TIME 1 plus TIME 2

g Speed Measures

tures, high freq., pos. resp.

tures, high freq., neg.. resp.

tures, low freq., pos. resp.

tures, low freq., neg. resp.

Freq., pos. resp., words

Freq., neg. resp., words

Freq., pos. resp., pictures

Freq., neg. resp. pictures

Subjects

Reliabilities

Nelson-

Denny

Composite

*

Nelson-

Denny

# Correct

Vocabulary

Nelson-

Denny

Reading

Comprehension

Nelson-

Denny

Reading

Rate

WPC

Verbal

Composite

.19 -.23 -.21 -.21 .O1 -.31

**
-.16 .13 .14 .10 .03 .46

.37 ** -.04 -.12 .07 .06 =.35*

.17 -.00 -.05 .06 -.16 -.16

.43 ** -.20 -.18 -.18 -.02 -.18

.85 -.05 =.10 .04 .04 .03.

.35** -.38** -.28* -.45** -.08 -.12

.16 .07 .07 .06 .22 .49**

52 51 51 51 51 25
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Table 8'

Information Processing Task N Composite
*

NELSON - DENNY COMPONENT SCORE

Reading
Vocabulary Comprehension Rate

**
Reliabilities

Semantic Categorization 52 =.28 =.20 -.33 -.02 .99

Semantic Verification-5M 69 =.24* =.20* -.25 -.09 .97
_** * **

Semantic Verification-5EQ 69 =.29 =.27* -.28 -.29 .98
**

Semantic Matching-SIM 66 =Ad =.25 -.31 -.09 .98
* **

Semantic Matching-SEQ 67 =.29 =.22*' -.34 -.20 .98
*

NI-PI RI; Word Matching-SIM 69 =.25 =.26 -.20 -.01 .61

NI-PI RT; Word Matching-HQ 69 -.25 =.23 -.24 -.20 .81

Correlation between Nelson=Denny Component Scores and various Reaction Time measures for
positive response. "SEQ" indicates sequential presentation, "SIM" indicates simultaneous
presentation. Semantic Categorization is the replication of Hogaboam and Pellegrino's results.
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Table 9

Positive Responses
Information Processing Tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Semantic Categorization .58 .53 .50 .47 .58 .

2. Semantic Verification - SIM .39 .80 .92 .77 .79 .7

3. Semantic Verification - SEQ .33 .67 .76 .87 .69 .7

4. Semantic Matching - SIM .34- .81 .71 .79 .74 .7

5. Semantic Matching - SEQ .37 .73 .85 .85 .65 .8

6. NI, Word Matching - SIM .43 .67 .45 .56 .46 .7'

7. NI, Word Matching*- SEQ .42 .59 .74 .69 .74 .67

Correlations used in the principal components analysis. The upper right
diagonal:showsAhe raw_correlations._ The lower left_diagonal shows the
correlations after choice reaction-time has been partialled out.



Table 10

Positive Responses
Information

Processing Variables
First Order Analysis

Communality Factor Loading

Partial Correlation Analysis

Communality Factor Loading

:ategory Verification .39 .60 ,38 ,59

;mantic Verificatioh=SIM .89 .93 ,85 30

;mantic Verification -SEQ . .81 .89 ,80 ,89

'mantic Matching=SIM .87 .89 ,84 ,89

emantic Matching=SEO .83 .87 ,87 ,88

1; Word Matching=SIM .75 .84 .79 .79

I; Word Matching=SEQ .79 .88 ,78 ,85

Communalities and factor loadings for information processingivariablesi based on
analysis of original ('First Order') correlations and on partial correlations
removing variance associated with choice reaction -time.
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